Guidance through Mastery
Wardrobes have a special place in one’s home. You store your favourite clothes and accessories in it. And it only gets better when an expert artisan from Saviesa crafts it.

Along with Raumplus from Germany, Saviesa brings you world-class sliding & walkin wardrobe hardware and accessories. With gliding doors, enough space to store in the wicker baskets, railings that let your clothes drape gracefully, and separate sections to pull out your shoes with a flip. You can also opt for just the doors to upgrade the look of your current wardrobe. A wardrobe from Saviesa will not be just a storage space, but an experience.
WARDOBE ERGONOMICS

Your wardrobe is your personal space, which reflects your personality. Therefore, a one-design-fits-all wardrobe can never really satisfy your needs completely. Saviesa custom-designs your wardrobe taking into consideration the following points.

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO STORE

Storage planning requires a thorough study of the needs of the user and the kind of clothes and accessories to be stored. This is why the internal design differs from a ‘His’ and a ‘Hers’ wardrobe.

HEIGHT OF THE USER

The heights of the shelves too differ from person to person. As a taller person can reach a shelf placed at a higher level, but a shorter person cannot, the shelves have to be placed at a level best suited for him or her.

FREQUENCY OF USE

Storage should be planned according to usage. So daily used articles are stored within reach, frequently used articles are stored further above or below, and rarely used articles are stored in spaces that are difficult to reach.
HINGED WARDROBE MODULES

23 standard module options are available

Available in 2 heights - 2100mm and 2400mm for all 23 modules
HINGED WARDROBES

Essential – Our hinged wardrobes are a class apart. Made of highly durable particle board, and fitted with high-quality hinges and channels, any wardrobe in the Essential range will stay pristine for a long time to come.

Enhanced – If the next rung in comfort and luxury is what you desire, the Enhanced line of hinged wardrobes is what you need. Soft closing wardrobe lifts, multifunctional storage boxes, shoe racks, weaved basket drawers... there are many compelling reasons to desire the Enhanced range of Hinged Wardrobes.
SLIDING WARDROBES

Ecoline - The classic interior system enables various configurations. Tailor-made to match any room environment. The Ecoline sliding wardrobe offers drawers, pull-out shelves, hanging rods and many more accessories.

Legno - The next rung in comfort and luxury is what you desire, the Legno line of sliding wardrobes is what you need. Linear and design-oriented, Legno wardrobe systems offer a premium feel due to the thickness of the material of the sidewalls and shelves.
Ecoline - Welcome to the dual world of space and beauty. Specially designed accessories keep each of your items of storage perfectly in place.

Legno - If the next rung in comfort and luxury is what you desire, the Legno line of walk-in wardrobes is what you need. With a variety of innovatively designed shelves, drawers, hanging rods and racks, and more.
WARDROBES ACCESSORIES
RAUMPLUS S720 DOOR

Profile Colours
- White
- Light Bronze
- Black Matt

RAUMPLUS S1200 DOOR

Profile Colours
- Black Matt
Doors available with 1/2/3/4 dividing rail option

2 Door Brakes per door option available (Soft-close on both sides)

1. Top and Bottom Tracks
   - S720/ S2100

2 Top Track Positioning

3. Door Profile
   - S720 / S1200

4. Panel Surface
   - Glass/ Laminate/ Lacquered/ Mirror

SLIDING WARDROBES

CARCASS: Prelam Particle Board
- Ecoline - 18mm thick
- Legno - 25mm thick
- 2 colour options

DOORS:
- Aluminium profile (Raumplus)
  - S720 White
  - S720 Light Bronze
  - S720 Black Matt
  - S1200 Black Matt

DOOR PANEL:
- Lacquered Glass 4mm (Back-painted) - 42 colours
- Laminate on Particle Board - 92 colours
- PU on Particle Board - 22 colours (matt/gloss)

HINGED WARDROBES

ESSENTIAL-P
CARCASS: Particle Board - 2 colours
DOORS: Prelam Particle Board - 3 colours

ESSENTIAL
CARCASS: Prelam Particle Board - 3 colours
DOORS: Prelam particle Board - 6 colours

ENHANCED
CARCASS: BWR PLY - 3 colours
DOORS: MDF
- Gloss Miester 5 colours
- Lacquered 22 colours (Front Gloss back matt, Front matt back matt)
- Acrylic-Birch Ply: 13 finishes